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Globalization 

COMMENT: A MISSED OPPORTUNITY? 

Konrad Jarausch (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

 

Effect of war on gender roles, new Hagemann/Michel volume, introducing a feminist narrative of 

disappointment: possibility of progress towards gender equality largely missed, post-war hardships 

falling disproportionally on women? (dead, POWs, internees, maimed?), argument embodying such 

aspects as wartime  reinforcing 

1) Male patriarchy: heroization of suffering in theory versus absence in practice 

2) Female opportunity: new work chances, increased responsibility 

3) Post-war normalization seen as redomestication or as voluntary retreat?  

4) Reaffirmation of male roles among the winners, renegotiation among the defeated 

Three papers offering empirical proof? 

I. Kuhlmann 

Long war framing, broad demobilization comparison between Germany, UK, US after both 

wars, based on Seipp’s categories of four dimensions of transition, thesis of governments not 

giving up new powers 

  

 WWI heroic males, social services and generation later GI bill 

 Increase in state power, substituting for missing males 

 Compelled to teturn to family, increase in fertility after WWII  

 Some support for redomestication thesis during the Cold War 

 

 Comparison between two wars unsystematic, jumping back and forth 

 Contextual distinction between winners and losers not stringent enough 

 Limits of redomestication not made sufficiently explicit 

 Piecemeal indicators, but no clinching evidence: somewhat undecided  
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II. Biess 

Interesting synthesis of gendering of postwar memories, determined by reconstruction needs, 

leading to selective remembrance, discrepancy between public and private, distinguishing 

between multiple war-time experiences and later memories, setting up a complex matrix 

 

Good typology;  economic and military mobilization of women leading to the dissolution of 

binary gender order: 

Resistance males as hero-victims, patriotic memories and national reconstruction: prevalent 

among winners; veteran cultures, comradeship  

Versus feminization of collaboration and defeat, fraternization: males damaged, needing to be 

reconstructed 

Later emotional shift to Holocaust: survivor, victim and eventually resister: largely male 

Pieta: expansion of victims, blurring perpetrator, superseding gender 

More nuanced and critical memory of WWII in Western Europe than in US or Russia 

 

“therefore war against women, older people, and children” collateral or intentional? 

 Gender a primary site of reconstruction of national identities? Asserted, role of families   

 Important, but huge leap to nation: how to substantiate the connection? 

 Women of the rubble de-gendered understanding of defeat? Erasure of violence? 

Female survival skills, new mythologization danger versus female perpetrators (Lower) 

 Holocaust overshadowing war: mass murder really other moral priority than gender 

 Second wave feminism: chance to historicize the key narrative: opportunity used? 

 More complex and nuanced approach to remasculinization issue required 

 

III. Branche  

 Fascinating paper on role of gender in wars of liberation 

 Wide geographic scope of Third World movements 

 Enormous grasp of scholarship  

 And introducing French experiences to break the German-American bias 

 Key question women colonial victims or active participants in liberation struggles? 

 

 Women militants in almost all guerilla movements: support and actual fighting 

 Paradox: not necessarily modernizing and egalitarian thrust: reviving religious values 

 Adding important dimension of generational change 

colonial powers using concentration camps, community elders, consumption to depoliticize 

women,  

and offering limited reforms, a more acceptable family role 

 

agree with not so different from international wars in general: 

some male increase in power (young) in struggle by winning independence 

women in part returned to conservative order: when and when not? 

Modernizing independence movements versus neo-traditional ones? 

Role of Marxism versus Islam? 

Undercutting heroic decolonization narrative: contradictory examples of Arab Spring 
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Return to main question: feminist narrative only partly sustained: more empirical work needed; 

in War, Holocaust and Cold War gender an intervening variable rather than the overriding focus: 

Men both heroized and mutilated by war, providing women chances for greater role outside home, 

After war return to family and conservative values, both compulsory and voluntary 

More complex and nuanced understanding of contradictions involved necessary:  

platform thesis, gains not completely undone, re-domestication only partially successful, both actual 

gains and remaining major frustrations providing basis for movement going forward a generation later 


